
 

 

Surefire Lead Generation Training Now Available Absolutely Free, Thanks to 

Eminent Business Expert's New Website.   

 

Mike Bashi, the reputed internet marketing consultant and trainer, has just launched his 

new lead generation tutorial Listgenesis.com. The best part about Listgenesis.com is that 

this comprehensive training program is free to join. Mike Bashi is well known in the 

online business community as the creator of top notch tutorials like The Traffic 

Maverick, The Affiliate Rollout, and many others. 

 

Looking for effective lead generation training without spending anything at all? 

Listgenesis.com, the new list building tutorial from Mike can certainly be an excellent 

option. The distinguished online marketing expert has just introduced this new tutorial 

that can be accessed just by providing a valid email address. Mike Bashi is no stranger in 

the online business community and is the creator of many training programs that have 

helped people build a steady online business within minimum expenses. Listgenesis.com 

is a program consisting of three video based modules that offer all necessary guidelines to 

generate a huge list of subscribers on a regular basis.  

 

According to Mr. Bashi, the techniques shared in his new lead generation program can 

generate around 80 leads on a daily basis, if implemented correctly. He also informs that 

using the same techniques his residual earnings have increased by $50 per day. Talking 

about Listgenesis.com, he says, "This program has been created with the intention of 

teaching you how to live and breathe list building and become the best at it by generating 

daily leads on autopilot and closing sales from those leads on a daily basis, as well. 

Become a member today and see how it can change your fortune ".  

 

The first module of Listgenesis.com comprises of three videos that prepare trainees to get 

started with their lead generation program. The second module provides all the required 

templates and vital information that are required to set up an effective sales funnel. The 

final module is the stage where the actual list building starts by sending traffic to the 

optin page. Tons of other business resources are also available in an additional training 

video.   

 

About the Company: Listgenesis.com is a unique business training website developed by 

acclaimed business coach Michael Bashi. This is one of the most efficient lead generation 

programs available on the market.  

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.listgenesis.com/ 
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